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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A high pressure ridge will build across the Gulf of Mexico today and exit east tomorrow. Winds behind this passing high are 
forecast to become onshore and increase between moderate to fresh levels primarily across the western Lease Areas. A cold 
front then looks to quickly advance offshore Texas Wednesday night and produce a round of strong offshore winds along with 
building seas between 6 to 9 feet across the deep water Lease Areas. A line of showers and thunderstorms may also develop 
along the front and could produce gusty winds in excess of 40 knots.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The cold front across the western Lease Areas late Wednesday should continue to sweep further east and clear Louisiana 
waters by mid Thursday morning. Strong to near gale force winds and rough seas will be possible behind the front along with 
a thin line of thunderstorms. The front is forecast to clear waters east of the Delta later Thursday morning. Expect conditions 
to decrease from west to east beginning Thursday evening and continuing into Saturday. The pattern may remain active and 
very mobile thereafter with a second cold front possible on Sunday. Near gale to gale force winds may develop behind this 
front along with rough to very rough seas across the deep water Lease Areas. Conditions are forecast to decrease from west 
to east beginning on Monday as high pressure builds from the west.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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